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SUMMARY 

This paper addresses the emerging system-wide information management 
(SWIM) environment intended to enable the realization of a globally 
interoperable air traffic management (ATM) system in the future. In particular, 
this paper focuses on the integration of aeronautical meteorological (MET) 
information into SWIM, through the application of digital information 
exchange consistent with other information domains within SWIM. This paper 
also considers MET information in the context of supporting trajectory-based 
operations, where operations will be optimized through all phases of flight. 
SWIM and trajectory-based operations, and the MET information component 
that will support their implementation and operation, are integral to ICAO’s 
Global Air Navigation Plan Doc 9750). Action by the meeting is in 
paragraph 3. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A key enabler identified to meet the emerging information needs of the air traffic 
management (ATM) system, and consequently established as a module in the Aviation System Block 
Upgrade (ASBU) methodology contained in ICAO’s Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP) (Doc 9750), is 
system-wide information management (SWIM). Information management solutions within the future 
SWIM environment will be defined at the overall system level, rather than individually at each major 
subsystem (data domain/process/function) and interface level as is the current norm. 

1.2 To support the evolution of the ATM system and the required implementation of the 
ASBUs, it is essential that the evolution of aeronautical meteorological information exchange and the 
associated provisions should be considered an integral component of SWIM and the introduction of 
trajectory-based operations. 
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1.3 Detailed background information concerning SWIM, including the service-oriented 
architecture principles of SWIM, is provided in MET/14-IP/6|CAeM-XV/INF. 6. 

2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 Meteorological information to support trajectory-based 
operations 

2.1.1 The Meteorological Aeronautical Requirements and Information Exchange Project Team 
(MARIE-PT), in coordination with the Air Traffic Management Requirements and Performance Panel 
(ATMRPP), the WMO Task Team on Aviation XML (TT-AvXML) and the WMO CAeM Expert Team 
on Meteorological Services to ATM and Meteorological Information (ET-M&M), have considered the 
future needs to understand and define the requirements for aeronautical meteorological information to 
support trajectory-based operations. As an operational improvement, the concept of trajectory-based 
operations is intended to be an all-encompassing notion that covers ATM requirements during all phases 
of flight. This is a challenging task for both the ATM and aeronautical meteorological (MET) service 
providers and, as a consequence, it was proposed at an early stage that a concept of operations should be 
developed together with a roadmap in order to identify appropriate service level expectations 
(requirements and capabilities).  

2.1.2 To this end, the ATMRPP, in coordination with the MARIE-PT1, has developed a draft 
concept of operations and roadmap, as contained at Appendix A. 

2.1.3 In line with the future evolution of the GANP (and the ASBU methodology contained 
therein), it can be expected that the roadmap will necessarily evolve through the coming years, thus 
ensuring that the service level expectations (requirements and capabilities) reflect current and future 
needs. The concept of operations is also to be treated as a living document. 

2.1.4 The meeting is invited to agree on the importance of the continued identification of 
requirements and development of capabilities, forming a significant and necessary component of a system 
meeting the ATM community’s goals concerning trajectory-based operations. The meeting is therefore 
invited to formulate the following recommendation: 

 Recommendation 3/x — Aeronautical meteorological information 
to support trajectory-based operations 

That an appropriate ICAO expert group (or groups), in close
coordination with WMO, be tasked to: 
 

a) finalize the draft concept of operations and roadmap
concerning aeronautical meteorological (MET) information
integration for trajectory-based operations provided at 
Appendix A; and 

 
b) using the result of a) above, establish further air traffic 

management requirements and MET service capabilities to
support trajectory-based operations consistent with the Global 
Air Navigation Plan (Doc 9750). 

                                                      
1 With the assistance of the WMO CAeM Expert Team on Meteorological Services to ATM and Meteorological Information 

Exchange (ET/M&M) 
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2.2 Migration of meteorological information to a SWIM 
environment 

2.2.1 Current information exchange systems may constrain implementation of necessary 
operational improvements for the ATM system. Important limitations include, but are not limited to, a 
lack of harmonization of information (including aeronautical information, aeronautical meteorological 
information and flight information), proprietary interfaces and data formats, message-size limitations and 
a non-scalable approach to information exchange with the present infrastructure.  

2.2.2 SWIM will complement human-to-human communication with machine-to machine 
communication, improve data distribution and accessibility in terms of various quality-of-service needs 
such as the quality of the data exchanged and timeliness. 

2.2.3 The future ATM “SWIM environment” will shift from point-to-point data exchanges to 
system-wide data discovery and accessibility, thus supporting interoperability. This assumes a service 
orientation for information exchanges between ATM stakeholders operating within the global ATM 
interoperability framework, meaning an information provider (including aeronautical meteorological 
service providers) will publish and disclose its services for the use of information consumers. 

2.3 Evolution of meteorological information provisions 

2.3.1 Several aspects need to be considered in the process of developing provisions to support 
evolving aeronautical meteorological information exchange requirements and the implementation thereof. 
An indication of various aspects and a short description of the foreseen implications of and changes to 
provisions are provided below. 

Separation between provider and user 

2.3.2 In the ATM network, almost every stakeholder is a provider and a user of information. 
Having to decide in advance who will need what information, obtained from whom and when, is 
undesirable. Ultimately, providers and users should only be bound together in data exchanges in the form 
of “information services” that represent a formal contract between provider and user. In today’s ATM 
environment, providers and users share much more information than ever before, including user interfaces 
and (parts of) the exchange infrastructure. However, a general understanding of the intended or possible 
uses of the data, e.g. for operational decision-making, will be beneficial for both the providers and the 
users to ensure that the information provided will be fit for the intended purposes. Therefore, the views of 
both the provider and user will need to be considered at the specification and implementation levels to 
provide fit-for-purpose solutions that support ATM capabilities. 

Quality of service 

2.3.3 When providers and users are only bound together in data exchanges, the availability of 
“information on the information” or “data about the data”, commonly referred to as metadata, is essential 
for a user to understand how this information service can be utilized. The metadata enables the provider 
and the user of the information to agree on the quality of service of the required information exchange. 
This includes aspects such as the quality, accuracy, availability and granularity in space and time of the 
information exchanged. Considering the levels of uncertainty and varying error margins which are 
intrinsically part of aeronautical meteorological information, an additional level of information on the 
uncertainty, error characteristics or suitable level of confidence of the information is essential to support 
decision making processes and applications. 
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Human-to-human versus machine-to-machine 

2.3.4 In general terms, an improved availability of aeronautical meteorological information of 
known and agreed quality from authoritative sources will improve shared/common situational awareness 
and collaborative decision making by all ATM stakeholders2. In this information-rich environment, 
decision makers will need to rely more and more on systems to support decisions. 

2.3.5 This evolution towards decision support tools that integrate aeronautical meteorological 
(MET) information enabled by SWIM will however not eradicate the ‘human in the loop’. Considering 
the intrinsic variability of earth’s atmosphere and the current and emerging MET provider capabilities to 
observe and forecast the atmosphere, human-to-human communication will be required for the 
foreseeable future. Indeed, in operational environments where specific quality of service needs dictate, 
human-to-human communication will remain essential.  

Product-centric versus data-centric 

2.3.6 The implementation of SWIM is considered an evolutionary process based on a gradual 
transition towards a service-oriented global ATM system, rather than a wholesale replacement of the 
existing ATM information system. The evolution therefore of aeronautical meteorological information 
(exchange) provisions should facilitate such a gradual transition, where the first step was introduced by 
the applicability of the Amendment 76 to Annex 3 — Meteorological Service for International Air 
Navigation/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] in November 20133. 

2.3.7 Amendment 76 to Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] introduced the concept of an 
ICAO meteorological information exchange model (IWXXM) that enables the exchange of METAR, 
SPECI, TAF and SIGMET using XML/GML 4  encodings. The currently transposed products, 
alphanumeric or digital, serve a specific use case which are not designed to be directly reusable in a 
different operational context.  

2.3.8 The meeting may wish to note that the basis of a data-centric approach is to describe the 
past, current and future state of the atmosphere including the relevant quality-of-service information. 
Therefore, parameters such as surface wind, aeronautical visibility and present weather, which can be 
geo- and time-referenced, would be considered information elements that essentially have one distinct 
meaning (in aeronautical meteorology) and could serve multiple use cases. 

Global ATM interoperability framework for aeronautical meteorology 

2.3.9 The global ATM interoperability framework consists of five layers to describe the 
functions, the standards and the mechanisms of interoperability. These layers are: 

a) SWIM-enabled applications; 

b) information exchange services; 

c) information exchange models; 

d) SWIM messaging infrastructure; and 

                                                      
2 Collaborative decision making and common situation awareness are discussed under Agenda Item 2.4 of the meeting. 
3 Amendment 76 to Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] introduced enabling provisions for the exchange of select operational 

meteorological (OPMET) information (specifically METAR, SPECI, TAF and SIGMET) in a digital form using XML/GML.  
4 Extensible markup language (XML)/geography markup language (GML). 
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e) network connectivity. 

2.3.10 From the perspective of the development of provisions, the focus is on the information 
exchange services and information exchange models. 

2.3.11 In general, SWIM-related standards will enable applications to provide and consume 
shared aeronautical meteorological information. SWIM-enabled applications would operate either on the 
side of the aeronautical meteorological service provider — who supplies aeronautical meteorological 
information exchange services — or on the side of the user of these services. Knowledge of the user 
application or, more specifically, knowledge about the operational context that the aeronautical 
meteorological information exchange service needs to support is essential on the part of the provider of 
the service. 

2.3.12 The messaging infrastructure and network connectivity layers are considered to be 
generic prerequisites for SWIM-enabled aeronautical meteorological information exchange. These 
generic messaging infrastructure and network connectivity layers of SWIM could be different from the 
current means of communicating aeronautical meteorological information. Point-to-point transmission, 
national and regional data collection, bulletin generation and local, regional and global storage are 
elements of current infrastructure that could become redundant in a fully implemented globally 
interoperable SWIM environment.  

Information exchange services 

2.3.13 Aeronautical meteorological information exchange services should be defined for 
identified operational interest areas and associated decision making processes. A minimum set of 
aeronautical meteorological information exchange services to enable international air navigation should 
gradually replace the aeronautical meteorological products currently defined in Annex 3/Technical 
Regulations [C.3.1]. These basic aeronautical meteorological information exchange services and the 
information elements they contain need to be specified by the provisions contained in Annex 3/Technical 
Regulations [C.3.1]. 

2.3.14 Included in the above services are those that will support the transition from product-
centric to data-centric information. These services can transform defined information elements into 
traditional aeronautical meteorological products (such as METAR and TAF) according to defined 
business rules. This ensures that stakeholders during the transition period could continue to use these 
products while the aeronautical meteorological service provider migrates to a data-centric information 
environment and fully SWIM-enabled applications. 

Information exchange models 

2.3.15 IWXXM should enable aeronautical meteorological information exchange services 
through information exchange standards. IWXXM should define the structure, content and format of the 
aeronautical meteorological data to be exchanged. IWXXM needs to evolve into an all-encompassing 
model, independent of technology, reflecting the meteorological element of all the information that needs 
to be exchanged to serve the global ATM system.  

2.3.16 In order to support international air navigation, it is also required to define the exchange 
format in support of the defined basic set of information exchange services identified and captured by the 
IWXXM. It is expected that for the physical exchange formats, the means of compliance will focus 
around a core set of recognized standards/specifications, e.g. XML/GML and GRIB. 
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2.3.17 The IWXXM and suggested physical format standards will be compliant with the global 
ATM information reference model (AIRM) to ensure the required semantic interoperability throughout 
ATM, fully in line with ICAO’s Twelfth Air Navigation Conference5 recommendation to “develop one 
logical architecture to address the global interoperability issues”.6 

Transition 

2.3.18 In addition to the roadmap for the migration to the use of aeronautical meteorological 
information in a SWIM environment, the MARIE-PT, in considering the above issues, has identified tasks 
that should be undertaken in order to achieve the stated goals. The tasks are provided in Appendix B. The 
meeting is invited to formulate the following recommendation accordingly: 

 Recommendation 3/x — Inclusion of aeronautical 
meteorological information in the 
future SWIM-enabled environment 

That an appropriate ICAO expert group, in close coordination with
WMO, develop provisions to enable the inclusion of aeronautical 
meteorological information in the future system-wide information 
management (SWIM) environment consistent with the Global Air 
Navigation Plan (Doc 9750) using the outline provided in 
Appendix B as a basis. 

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

3.1 The meeting is invited to: 

a) note the contents of this paper; and 

b) consider the adoption of the draft recommendations proposed for the meeting’s 
consideration. 

 
 

— — — — — — — —

                                                      
5 AN-Conf/12, 19 to 30 November 2012, Montreal 
6 The importance of establishing an AIRM is recognized at the level of the Global Air Traffic Management (ATM) Operational 

Concept (Doc 9854), the GANP and more specifically in ATM System Block Upgrade (ASBU) B1-DATM — Service 
Improvement through Integration of all Digital ATM Information. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose and scope of the document 
The Meteorological Information Integration for Trajectory Based Operations Concept and Roadmap 
provides guidance to better understand Meteorological (MET) information integration considerations, 
assists in identifying the type and level of MET support required to improve Trajectory Based 
Operations (TBO) and forms a baseline to develop the required provisions. This baseline should 
enable States and other stakeholders to consider the types of MET information services and the level 
of integration that is proportional to their specific needs.  

The following elements need to be considered but is not necessarily limited to these when considering 
MET information integration for TBO: 

1) A description of the global evolution and context  of the ATM system foreseen, detailing  the 
performance focus which identifies a number of key areas where ATM and MET will evolve;; 

2) Guidance on MET information integration and the associated roles and responsibilities of 
ATM service and the MET service providers are identified; 

3) Guidance on how MET information services could be categorised and linked to Operation 
Concept Components including the contribution to relevant performance areas; 

4) Guidance on how MET information integration requirements could translate into defined MET 
Information requirements from an ATM stakeholder’ (e.g. pilot, controller, airline operations 
staff) perspective, and; 

5) A roadmap of pre-defined MET information integration for TBO implementation steps. 

1.2 Relationship to other documents 
The relation between the Meteorological Information Integration for Trajectory Based Operations 
Concept and Roadmap and other provisions should be considered from two perspectives. The 
concept element relates directly to existing or to be developed provisions in ICAO Annexes, 
Procedures for Air navigation Services and Guidance Material relevant to TBO and meteorological 
service provision. The roadmap element provides implementation milestones for these provisions.  
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2 The evolving Global Air Transport System 
The evolution of the Global Air Transport System requires an ATM system that delivers the requested 
services to meet agreed levels of performance. Meteorological information plays a key role in the Air 
Transport system due to the impacts weather can bring to the operations. As such, the meteorological 
information needs to be considered in the framework of gate-to-gate or enroute-to-enroute operations. 
MET information should support decisions on what assets need to be deployed, to deliver what 
required services, to obtain what expected performance, while thinking across and within global 
concept components, across and within time horizons, and end-to-end. 

The evolution of the Global Air Transport System and the consequential changes to how MET 
information shall be provided, exchanged, integrated and used could be described in high level terms 
from 5 perspectives. These perspectives are: 

1. Trajectory Based Operations; 

2. Performance Focus; 

3. Evolution of User Needs: 

4. The Enablers for Change, and; 

5. Key Changes Identified. 

2.1 Trajectory Based Operations 
A move from the present ATM model (where the present location of the aircraft is known) to a 
trajectory-based management concept (where the future location of the aircraft is also known) is 
fundamental to increasing the efficiency of flight planning. By using shared dynamic trajectory 
information between adjacent air navigation service providers (ANSPs) in the same and neighbouring 
flight information regions (FIRs), the ATM system will be able to analyse and accurately predict future 
situations based on three-dimensional and ultimately four-dimensional parameters including time. To 
support trajectory-based operations the meteorological information system plays a pivotal role and will 
require improvements in the availability, accuracy, resolution and other quality of service aspects of 
forecasting meteorological phenomena, should be enabled to be exchanged on a system wide basis 
and integrated in decision support processes. 

2.2 Performance Focus 
The notion of a performance-based air navigation system emanated from good industry practices that 
have evolved over many years outside of aviation. The benefits that organizations within the ATM 
community can expect are: 

a) improvement in the effectiveness of day-to-day economic management of their business; 

b) a channeling of their efforts towards better meeting stakeholder expectations (including 
safety) as well as improving customer satisfaction; and 

c) change-management in a dynamic environment. 

This vision is expressed in terms of eleven ICAO key performance areas (KPAs) [Doc 9883] which 
serve as the global, top-level categorization framework for the performance measurement of ATM.  

These Key Performance Areas are: 

 KPA 01 – Access and Equity 

 KPA 02 – Capacity 

 KPA 03 – Cost Effectiveness 

 KPA 04 – Efficiency 

 KPA 05 – Environment 

 KPA 06 – Flexibility 

 KPA 07 – Global Interoperability 
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 KPA 08 – Participation by the ATM Community 

 KPA 09 – Predictability 

 KPA 10 – Safety 

 KPA 11 – Security 

MET information integration in stakeholder decision making processes will contribute to almost every 
Key Performance Area, directly or indirectly, but mainly to KPA 02, 03, 04, 05 and 09. An improved 
provision and exchange of the MET information itself will already contribute to KPA 01 and 07.  

In the following chapter on MET information service identification, the direct and indirect contributions 
to identified Key Performance Area will be indicated. It is however important to recognise that by 
introducing performance based approach based on the eleven key areas, the intrinsic need to validate 
the contribution of MET information on the identified areas is introduced.  

This validation needs to take place at the level of the overall operational improvement of integrating 
MET information into a process instead of strictly on the scientific correctness of MET information 
only. In other words, it not necessary to strive for a 100% match between what is forecasted and what 
was actually observed. The quality/accuracy of MET information and the contribution to a 
performance area should be measured in relation to the intended use of the MET information taking 
into consideration the operational decision making environment. 

2.3 Evolution of User Needs 
The evolution of the Global Air Transport system towards TBO will require a shift in how users will 
utilise MET information and the consequential requirements for making this MET information 
available. Pilots, airline operations staff, controllers, flow managers, airport operations staff and all 
other stakeholders will rely more and more on the outcomes of complex decision making processes 
for which access to the relevant or time critical (MET) information is crucial. Not only access to 
information will become increasingly important, also the access to a common set of information in 
emerging operating environments is needed to support working from a common operating picture. 

It will not suffice anymore that on one hand pilots and airline operations staff have access to a specific 
set of MET information whilst airport operations staff or ATM staff have access to other MET 
information resulting in a different understanding between the different stakeholders how the weather 
will influence -positively and negatively-, the foreseen (‘en-route to en-route’) trajectory. 

New ways of exchanging, sharing, visualising and using MET information is crucial in order to assess 
the impact on the common environment. This improvement will allow all the stakeholders to 
collaboratively conclude a system response when required to anticipate impacting weather 
phenomena. Agreement is therefore required on the specific meteorological information to create a 
Common Operating Picture (COP) for weather impacts for all stakeholders. 

Whilst describing the collective information needs of the system as a whole, the user needs for MET 
information to support individual decisions in their sphere of influence is another crucial element in a 
TBO environment, Pilots, airline operations staff, controllers, flow managers, airport operations staff 
and all other stakeholders involved need to be served with the information to support their individual 
decisions.  

In general, the information made available needs to be tailored to the specific concern of the pilot, 
airline operations staff, controllers, flow managers, airport operations staff only. One of the key 
elements however in addressing these user needs is the required balance between the direct 
accessibility (text, voice, graphical) of MET information and the principle of only having access to MET 
information when the decision support information needs to be better understood. Information 
overload of individual decision makers needs to be avoided. For complex decision making processes 
the accessibility of MET information should only be required when the understanding on the outcome 
of decision support processes needs to be improved. 
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2.4 The Enablers for Change 

2.4.1 Network Centric Operations  
Individual (national) airspaces and aerodromes cannot continue to be regarded as singular and 
isolated components of ATM. Each should serve as a node interlinked with all others within the 
system. This transition to a service-centric approach within a global business framework is essential 
to manage air traffic in partnership. Especially in the case of weather, which has no regard for national 
or FIR boundaries, this dynamic management of airspace, flight demand and flights in execution 
impacts becomes increasingly important. Elementary to this ‘borderless’ operation is to manage the 
risk and costs for all stakeholders by fully supportive and collaborative processes that take due 
account of weather impacts. 

2.4.2 SWIM and Service Oriented Architecture 
The ATM system will be reliant on automation and it will deliver a broad portfolio of services to its 
myriad of clients. This networked approach will be enabled by System Wide Information Management 
(SWIM) and designed using the principles of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). 

SWIM addresses (a) the need to increasingly complement human-to-human communication with 
machine-to machine communication, and (b) the need to emphasize better data distribution and 
accessibility in terms of quality and timeliness.  

SOA is a general concept or paradigm for ‘organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be 
under the control of different owners’. While there is no formally agreed definition of SOA, it is 
generally considered that partitioning of functionality into non-associated, self-contained and therefore 
reusable services that can be discovered by potential users is a key feature that discriminates SOA 
from more traditional architectural paradigms. The SOA paradigm has been used successfully in 
many industries including manufacturing, banking, health care, and merchandise retailing. 

A service orientation is assumed for information exchanges between ATM stakeholders. That is, an 
information provider publishes and exposes its services for the use of information consumers; this is 
done via interconnected registries which list the services and the specific details for consuming them.  

When empowered by SOA, SWIM will enable the aviation stakeholders to capitalise on opportunities, 
new services and capabilities by at least becoming more agile in service delivery, simplifying systems 
and lowering integration costs.  

2.5 Key Changes Identified 
It is widely recognised and understood that no aircraft is dispatched without meteorological 
information that advises the pilot of meteorological conditions for the departure and destination 
aerodrome and the expected meteorological conditions en-route with alternative routing for 
unexpected events. The future of ATM is to go further in integrating MET into its operations whenever 
appropriate to meet its performance targets and support the implementation of concepts such as 
TBO. In consequence, there are a number of key changes that have been identified by all 
stakeholders that are required to support the management and interchange of meteorological 
information relevant for the operation of the future global ATM system.  

2.5.1 Proactive versus reactive decision making 
A major factor in decision making is the accuracy, timeliness and completeness of the information on 
which the decisions are based. Currently, a reactive rather than proactive approach to decision 
making is the norm in dealing with weather as the perceived level of associated risk is considerably 
lower than in the proactive alternative. An example is where airport stakeholders are reluctant to plan 
reduced airport capacity hours on forehand, based on forecasted convective weather for the airport. 
Since the level of confidence for these types of forecast is quite often assumed to be low and the 
operational and financial consequences of dealing with convective weather results in a dilemma for 
decision makers to plan based on the forecast versus the forecasted event that does not occur. 

To change this practice, or at least to establish the tipping point between to-act or not-to-act on a 
weather forecast, it is clear that significantly greater access to shared MET information and an 
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upper air and point forecasts for airport are currently the norm. Dependent of the use case, this type 
of information could be expressed in a deterministic or probabilistic manner.  

Furthermore, the ICAO World Area Forecast System (WAFS) at its initiation in 1983 provided the 
framework for a global MET information service structure with the provision of the gridded wind and 
temperature forecasts already in 1983. With amendment 76 to Annex 3, the WAFS provides global 
turbulence, icing and cumulonimbus (CB) clouds in grid point format to the WAFS global data set. All 
these elements are provided in 4 dimensions, but in coarse spatial, vertical and temporal resolutions. 
While the WAFS data may be sufficient for present en-route flight planning needs in uncongested 
airspace, users have stated that it is not sufficient for the present needs of ATM in congested 
airspace, for more advanced methods of advanced aircraft operations or could also be seen as a 
limiting factor in user preferred routing. As such this framework needs to evolve. Similarly, there are 
issues with the provision of in-flight advisories in that the current practices need to evolve to meet the 
future ATM system using a phenomena based system rather than restricting information to Flight 
Information Regions. 

2.5.3 Future MET capabilities 
With the foreseen advances in sensing technology, numerical prediction and other emerging MET 
capabilities, MET information can be improved in temporal and spatial resolution and improved for 
specific applications such as forecasting and reporting of hazardous phenomena (convection, wind 
shear, low level turbulence, wake vortex, low visibility and winter conditions). The evolution of MET 
information provision and the associated MET capabilities are however strongly linked with a clear 
identification of user requirements on MET information integration concepts as further discussed in 
the following chapters.  

In a TBO environment, a key conditioner for establishing the different instances of the trajectory (from 
planning to execution) is to stay clear from areas with hazardous or unfavourable weather and to take 
benefit of favourable conditions. For instance the improved prediction of medium to large scale 
convective areas with potential hazards such as severe turbulence, severe icing, strong up and 
downdraft, hail, lightning are typical elements to consider in developing the different instances of the 
trajectory and for this specific example will as such contribute to enhanced aviation safety. 

2.5.4 ATM Information Management 
Integral part of the evolution of MET service provision is the development of information exchange 
standards that ensure global interoperability in the context of SWIM. This is not only required from a 
MET service provision perspective but needs to be interlinked with other identified data domains that 
are relevant for ATM. Decision support tools will not only use MET information but will fuse it with 
other relevant information such as Aeronautical Information (AIS/AIM) and Flight information to 
support knowledge based decision making. This fusion of information will enable a common 
situational awareness picture to be made available to all partners in the ATM system to improve 
safety, traffic predictability and operational flexibility and as such builds on the generic principles 
explained in § 2.4. 

Whilst the highest level of common situational awareness is potentially in having all the relevant 
information available to every air transport stakeholder, including pilots, air traffic controllers, flow 
managers, airline operations staff, involved in collaborative decision making. An essential element of 
common situational awareness is the understanding of all actors on the limitations of individual 
stakeholders in accessing, visualising or processing the information. For years to come, it is expected 
that not all stakeholders will have access to all the shared information and applications to support 
decision making processes. Pilots will not always have the same information available due to 
technical constraints as ground-based staff irrespective of who has the best or most relevant 
information. Therefore, sound information/data management principles, specifications and associated 
systems to overcome these differences are crucial. 

Common information exchange standards, the interlinked metadata specifications and established 
information management principles will also enable improved traceability of the information and its 
source (data) including associated cost recovery aspects.  

The ICAO Meteorological Information Exchange Model (IWXXM) and the Weather Information 
Exchange model (WXXM) are supplementary common information exchange standard that supports 
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the required exchange of information in digital format(s) through terrestrial, airborne and satellite data 
links.  

Furthermore, these exchange standards enable the sophisticated filtering of information and therefore 
eliminating the current practice of exchanging information on the basis of pre-defined geographical 
areas. Especially for the current practice of exchanging gridded data, a required improvement of the 
horizontal and vertical spatial resolution would lead to a significant increase in the size of the data to 
be exchanged when this will be based on pre-defined areas. Sophisticated filtering of the data with 
the relevant spatial resolution for distinct segments of the trajectory will overcome this potential issue. 
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To describe the relationship between MET information and TBO there is a need to identify the key 
concept components where there is a demonstrated impact on the performance. MET information 
from a concept component perspective is by default a sub-element of the information management 
element.  

The concept components identified [Doc 9854] in the context of MET Information Integration for TBO 
are: 

 Airspace organisation and management (AOM) 

 Demand/capacity balancing (DCB) 

 Aerodrome operations (AO) 

 Traffic synchronisation (TS) 

 Conflict Management (CM) 

 Airspace user operations (AUO)  

3.2  Operational Environment Identification 
The identification of the 6 ATM Concept Components form the baseline of attributing required MET 
information services. This identification is however too coarse in the context of attributing MET 
information services. An example is where Traffic Synchronisation (TS) applies from gate to gate, the 
required MET information services to deliver TS could vary from the operational context TS is 
performed. TS in the en-route phase requires other MET information services than TS delivered in the 
TMA already due to the different levels of the atmosphere the actual TS service delivery is taking 
place.  

Per operational environment distinctions could be made on the level of complexity of the environment 
itself which is an additional consideration for attributing MET information services.  

When considering an operational environment, an additional level of detailing could be provided by 
identifying the information service needs from an ATM stakeholder (e.g. pilot, controller and airline 
operations staff) perspective. 

3.2.1 Aerodrome 
The 5 ATM Concept Components DCB, AO, TS, CM and AUO defined by Doc 9854 have a service 
delivery element that is applicable for the aerodrome operational environment. This operational 
environment is sub-divided in the way their available capacity is utilised. High utilization means that 
the aerodrome is more vulnerable to disruptions due to adverse weather conditions. In those cases 
the impact on the air transport network may be large in that there could be ripple effects from one 
aerodrome to other aerodromes in the network. Aerodromes with lower utilisation will be less 
impacted due to adverse weather conditions or other type of disturbances. Table 3 indicates the 
airport classification based on utilisation. 

Class Indicator
Highly utilized airports/runways. High density 

aerodrome(A-HD) 
Normally/low utilized airports/runways. Medium/low density 

aerodrome (A-
MLD) 

Table 3: Aerodrome utilisation - identification 

3.2.2 TMA 
The 5 ATM Concept Components AOM, DCB, TS, CM and AUO have a service delivery element that 
is applicable for the TMA operational environment. This operational environment is sub-divided on the 
basis of the volumes and mainly complexity of the traffic flows. Table 4 indicates the airport 
classification based on utilisation. 
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Class Indicator
Highly complex TMA. High complexity 

TMA  (TMA-HC) 
Normally/low complexity of TMA Medium/low 

complexity TMA 
(TMA-MLC) 

Table 4: TMA complexity - identification 

3.2.3 En-route 
The 5 ATM Concept Components AOM, DCB, TS, CM and AUO have a service delivery element that 
is applicable for the En-route operational environment which will be developed around the notion of 
user preferred routing. This operational environment is sub-divided on the basis of the volumes and 
mainly complexity of the traffic flows. Table 5 indicates the airport classification based on utilisation. 

Class Indicator
Highly complex En-route. High complexity 

En-Route (ENR-
HC) 

Normally/low complexity of En-route Medium/low  
complexity  En-

route (ENR-MLC)

Table 5: En-route complexity - identification 

3.2.4 Oceanic 
The 5 ATM Concept Components AOM, DCB, TS, CM and AUO have a service delivery element that 
is applicable for the Oceanic operational environment (OO). 

3.2.5 Flow Management 
The 4 ATM Concept Components AOM, DCB,  AO and AUO have a service delivery element that is 
applicable for the Flow Management operational environment (FM). 

Note: There is no indication that the Operational Environment Oceanic and Flow Management currently require an additional 
level of sub-division on the basis of the volumes and mainly complexity of the traffic flows to identify MET information service 
needs. 

3.3 Decision Making Horizon Identification 
To differentiate between information and systems that are utilised in decision making process to 
support ‘strategic’ or in ‘tactical’ operations usually suffices to express functional and non-functional 
requirements for a service. For MET information services identification purposes it is required to 
identify an additional level of granularity to design, develop and deploy the appropriate MET 
information service.  

The distinction between MET information services required for a planning decision, a near real-time 
decision or a real-time decision is essential to a MET information service provider. It is an important 
qualifier for establishing the most efficient, in terms of development, industrialisation and deployment, 
and levels of quality, accuracy and latency of the MET information required. 

3.3.1 ATM planning decisions 
MET information supports decision making with a `time to decision of the ATM stakeholder’ of more 
than 20 minutes (planning). Various stages of enhanced planning will become possible by integrating 
MET information and the associated uncertainty. It is recognised that by identifying only one category 
for planning and to define this category by a ‘time to decision of the ATM stakeholder of more than 20 
minutes’ this could be observed as too coarse for the design and development of an information 
service. Local considerations could warrant a further segmentation of the planning service however 
for the purpose of this document it is assumed that this one planning category is sufficient to group 
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similar functional and non-functional requirements which as a group are distinctively different than the 
two categories that follow. 

Examples of MET information that qualify for its utilisation in a planning decision making environment 
are enhanced MET information services in support of trajectory/flight planning and the en-route re-
planning of trajectory/flight. This includes information on forecasted meteorological hazards such as 
icing, Clear Air Turbulence (CAT), volcanic ash, etc. and basis parameters such as wind, 
temperature, humidity and air pressure. Furthermore, information on the future state of the 
atmosphere (including the consequences on low visibility conditions, convective weather, winter 
conditions) to assess the Network impact from a MET perspective on a day-1 up to day-7 is included. 

3.3.2 ATM near real-time decisions 
MET information supports decision making with a `time to decision of the ATM stakeholder’ between 3 
and 20 minutes (near real-time). This requires MET information that is made available and exchanged 
in an agile manner to support various stages of enhanced near real-time weather information 
integration in ground and airborne systems. The core focus is on implementing weather mitigation 
strategies by the various actors including pilots.  

Examples of MET information that qualify for its utilisation in a near real-time decision making 
environment are MET information that enables the avoidance of convective cell en-route and its 
associated hazards or the avoidance of an area of severe non-convective icing. It includes information 
to support enhanced wake vortex separation in an arrival, departure and en-route environment and it 
includes the provision of the relevant MET parameters to support ground and aircraft systems to 
modify their trajectory. 

3.3.3 ATM real-time decisions 
MET information supports decision making with a `time to decision of the ATM stakeholder’ less than 
3 minutes (real-time). This requires MET information that is made available and exchanged in an 
extremely agile but robust manner including the supporting infrastructure. The core focus is on 
improved meteorological information supporting both air and ground automated decision support aids 
for implementing real-time weather mitigation strategies.  

Examples of MET information that qualify for its utilisation in an real-time decision making 
environment are enhanced microburst alerts and low level wind shear and turbulence alerts when the 
aircraft is on final approach, enhanced severe turbulence information for trailing aircraft (wake 
turbulence) and enhanced thunderstorm information for ground handling processes or for aircrew and 
controllers, especially in the departure and arrival phases of flights. 
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3.4 Consolidated View 
Based on the identified Concept Components indicated Operational Environment and the associated 
Decision Making Horizon indicated in paragraphs 3.1 to 3.3, a consolidated view of an individually 
identified operational service context is provided.  

 

Concept 
Component 

Operational Environment Decision Making Horizon 

AOM 

High density aerodrome(A‐HD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low density aerodrome (A‐MLD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity TMA  (TMA‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low complexity TMA (TMA‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity En‐Route (ENR‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low  complexity  En‐route (ENR‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Oceanic Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Flow Management Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

DCB 

High density aerodrome(A‐HD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low density aerodrome (A‐MLD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity TMA  (TMA‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low complexity TMA (TMA‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity En‐Route (ENR‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low  complexity  En‐route (ENR‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Oceanic Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Flow Management Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

AO 

High density aerodrome(A‐HD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low density aerodrome (A‐MLD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity TMA  (TMA‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low complexity TMA (TMA‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity En‐Route (ENR‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low  complexity  En‐route (ENR‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Oceanic Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Flow Management Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 
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Concept 
Component 

Operational Environment Decision Making Horizon 

TS 

High density aerodrome(A‐HD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low density aerodrome (A‐MLD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity TMA  (TMA‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low complexity TMA (TMA‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity En‐Route (ENR‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low  complexity  En‐route (ENR‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Oceanic Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Flow Management Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

CM 

High density aerodrome(A‐HD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low density aerodrome (A‐MLD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity TMA  (TMA‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low complexity TMA (TMA‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity En‐Route (ENR‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low  complexity  En‐route (ENR‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Oceanic Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Flow Management Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

AUO 

High density aerodrome(A‐HD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low density aerodrome (A‐MLD) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity TMA  (TMA‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low complexity TMA (TMA‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

High complexity En‐Route (ENR‐HC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Medium/low  complexity  En‐route (ENR‐MLC) Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Oceanic Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Flow Management Planning Near‐real time  Real‐time 

Table 6 Consolidated View Operational Service Definition 

In Table 6, every green cell in the column “Decision Making Horizon’ represents an operational 
context for which a MET information service can be identified. In the development and deployment of 
such a service, it can be decided to group these operational context elements together since the 
required MET capability is similar or identical. 
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As indicated in paragraph  3.2, whilst every green cell represents an operational context for which a 
MET information service can be identified, an additional level of detail could be required to specify the 
specific ATM stakeholder (e.g. pilot, controller, airline operations staff) perspective) needs operating 
in such a context. 
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4 Information Integration Functions 
The identification of the operational context as described in chapter  3 is one element of planning, 
developing and implementing enhanced capabilities on the MET information provider and MET 
information consumer side to support an identified ATM operational need.  

When further considering the integration of MET information into ATM decision making a generic 
framework is applied; this generic framework applies to any type of information that impacts aviation. 

Four distinct elements within this framework are identified, the: 

1) Information on an event 

2) Translation of the information into a specific threshold or constraint for air transport 

3) Assessment of the translated information into an impact on an air transport stakeholder 
process 

4) Informed decision of the air transport stakeholder based on the impact assessment 

Figure  4-1 provides a graphical representation of the four elements identified in applying a generic 
framework to identify distinct functions when integrating information into an air transport stakeholder 
decision making process. 

 

 

Figure  4-1 

By applying this framework, thus separating between clearly identifiable functions, functions could be 
clearly allocated to a stakeholder, could be generalised or re-assembled to meet a specific 
operational or business need.  

For illustration, Figure  4-2 provides on the left of the graphical representation four different types of 
information, four separated associated translations functions, four different impact assessment 
functions resulting in four decisions being made. From a decision makers perspective, thus the 
information consumer, there could be benefit of applying a generic impact assessment function 
resulting in a harmonised impact assessment and decision-making support process for the four 
different type of information (events) and translations which is depicted on the right side of Figure  4-2. 

 

Figure  4-2 
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The methodology to define distinct functions and to group them together for a specific need builds on 
the SOA principle described in paragraph  2.4.2. For each function identified a dedicated service could 
be envisaged or a combination of services specific to a user need. 

4.1.1 MET Information Integration Functions 
When applying the generic framework of § 4 to MET information and ATM decision making processes, 
a more specific meaning to the elements ‘information’, ‘translation’, ‘impact assessment’ and 
‘decision’ could be given. 

INFORMATION

 MET Information 

MET information as an identified function/service is categorised as the provision of information on the 
past, current and future state of the atmosphere expressed in generic terms and produced and used 
without considering the user context. This includes data-, human readable- or graphical 
representations of observed or forecasted weather parameters and phenomena. Examples of MET 
information are generic weather radar imagery, generic textual area forecasts or gridded data field for 
temperatures produced without any user context. 

 

TRANSLATION

 MET Translation 

MET translation as an identified function/service could be categorised as the process of deriving 
information on weather related constraints for an ATM actor based on the provided MET information 
and the provision thereof. In this process, the MET information is combined with known operational 
information such as safety regulation, aircraft restrictions, operating thresholds, historical demand 
information or historical pilot behaviour information to derive an ATM actor specific constraint or 
threshold value. Examples of MET Translation information are a cloud base or visibility threshold 
value that sets or onsets low visibility procedures on an airport, low level wind shear thresholds that 
sets or onsets go-around procedures, wind and humidity information that is translated into the 
likelihood for in-flight icing for a specific aircraft or a depicted segment of airspace wherefore is likely 
that it cannot be used combining information on severe convective weather and historical demand 
and pilot behaviour information. 

 

IMPACT
ASSESSMENT

 ATM Impact Assessment for MET 

ATM Impact Assessment for MET as an identified function/service could be categorised as the 
process of deriving ATM impact information for a specific ATM actor environment based on the 
provided MET Translation information and the provision thereof. In this process, the MET Translation 
information is combined with actual and planned operational information from the perspective of the 
ATM actor. In the case of Air Traffic Flow Management this could include the actual and planned air 
traffic demand and ATC constraints to be applied, Examples of ATM Impact Assessment for MET 
information are a observed or projected operational capacity/demand imbalance for a specific sector 
due to weather or could be more generally expressed as a predicted operational performance of an 
ATM resource such as airspace sector, arrival rate or de-icing capacity due to weather. 

 

 Informed Decision 

An ATM Informed Decision as an identified function/service could be categorised as the process of 
deriving a strategic or tactical solution in respect of the assessed impact of weather on an ATM actor 
process/environment. In this process, which could still be manually but will gradually evolve to a 
decision support tool environment due to the quantity and complexity of the information involved, 
information on ATM impacts due to weather will be processed. ATM impacts assessment information 
will be enhanced by combining and filtering the information with for instance desired risk levels and 
latest priorities to derive optimised mitigation solutions and alternatives (‘what-if’ information). 
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Figure  4-3 provides a graphical representation of the applied framework on MET information in an 
ATM decision-making environment. 

 

Figure  4-3 

4.1.2 Roles, Responsibilities and Supporting Provisions 
The four functions/services identified in §  4.1.1 have distinct different intrinsic roles and potentially 
responsibilities associated to them which should be allocated to service providers when applied in an 
operational context.  

Traditionally, there is an existing separation between providers of aeronautical meteorological 
information services and providers of air navigation services. The functions that belong to the domain 
of air navigation services are the ‘ATM Impact Assessment for MET’ and the ‘ATM Decision’. The 
functions that belong to the aeronautical meteorological information services domain are ‘MET 
Information’ and ‘MET translation’ see Figure  4-4.  

 

Figure  4-4 

The allocation to these two domains is beneficial for capturing the associated roles and 
responsibilities in the appropriate provisions, mainly Annex 3 and Annex 11 and supporting 
Procedures, Manuals and Guidance.  

Additionally, the allocation principle depicted provides a structure of how the service provision could 
be allocated in a national, regional or global implementation context. It is however not prescriptive in 
allocating the functions in a domain to one provider only. The allocation of functions to providers is 
dependant of local implementation considerations including the available or foreseen capability of the 
providers.  

Furthermore, the separation of responsibilities should not preclude that providers of aeronautical 
meteorological information services should not know about the operations that they need to support. 
Both views need to be considered at the specification and implementation level to provide MET 
information services that support the required ATM capability. 

Various implementations options are possible and are visualised in Figure  4-5 to Figure  4-7.  
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Figure  4-5 

 

 

Figure  4-6 

 

 

Figure  4-7 

4.1.3 MET Information Integration Levels 
The framework described for planning, developing and implementing enhanced capabilities on the 
MET information provider side and ATM consumer side could be considered proportionally and in 
progressive implementation steps. The different implementation steps identified are categorised along 
the notion of ‘MET information integration levels’ and based on the type of integration functions 
implemented.  
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MET Information Integration Level 0 – Non-integrated MET information provision 

 

Figure  4-8  Integration Level 0  

At MET Information Integration Level 0, the ATM decision is based MET information available for the 
ATM decision maker. The MET information is displayed similar to other information required to make 
a decision. How the MET information will be translated into a constraint and how such a constraint will 
impact the ATM system is solely dependent on the expertise of the decision maker(s) to build a 
mental map of the situation. In a non-complex ATM environment, level 0 could be sufficient to meet 
the performance requirements for that specific ATM environment since the processes and information 
flows are still manageable by decision makers. Since all information is presented by different system 
and no support for translation and impact assessment of MET information is available, additional 
attention should be paid to preventing the subjectivism of the outcomes. Moreover, there is a high risk 
that due to the labour intensive and the complex process of understanding the constraints and 
impacts for weather, decisions will be made without fully understanding thus considering the impact of 
weather. 

In terms of weather integration, many existing ATM MET systems fall into this category. 

 

MET Information Integration Level 1 – Consolidated MET information provision 

MET INFORMATION 

OUTCOME

OTHER
INFORMATION 

Translation and 
Assessment

 

Figure  4-9  Integration Level 1 

At MET Information Integration Level 1, the ATM decision is still based on having MET information 
available for the ATM decision maker. The MET information however is consolidated with other 
information required to make a decision. The translation into a constraint and how such a constraint 
will impact the ATM system is still fully dependent on the expertise of the decision maker(s) to build a 
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mental map of the situation but are helped by a improved situational awareness. In a less-complex 
ATM environment, level 1 could be sufficient to meet the performance requirements for that specific 
ATM environment since the processes and information flows are still manageable by decision makers 
due to an improved situational awareness compared to level 0. Since no support for translation and 
impact assessment of MET information is available, additional attention should be paid to preventing 
the subjectivism of the outcomes. At level 1, the improved situational awareness supports a better 
overall integration of MET information but compared to level 0 remains labour intensive and complex. 

In terms of weather integration, systems currently deployed that provide an overlay of weather radar 
information on traffic information for a controller working position fall into this category.  

 

MET Information Integration Level 2 – Translated MET information provision 
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Figure  4-10  Integration Level 2 

At MET Information Integration Level 2, MET information is translated into constraints or threshold 
values by using other relevant information. ATM decision makers are notified in an objective manner 
of an MET event that could impact the foreseen or actual traffic. The handling of the notification of a 
constraint or threshold value is still fully dependent on the expertise of the decision maker(s) to 
assess the situation. Compared to level 1 the decision maker is not only supported by an improved 
situational awareness but the actual translation is done objectively and can be shared easily. In a 
less-complex ATM environment, level 2 could be preferred above level 1 since the translation is made 
objective whilst the ATM processes are still manageable by decision makers without further support. 

In terms of weather integration, systems currently deployed that provide information on en-route 
availability or runway availability based on predicted weather fall into this category.  

 

MET Information Integration Level 3 – Assessed MET information use 

 

Figure  4-11  Integration Level 3 
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At MET Information Integration Level 3, MET information is translated into constraints or threshold 
values by using other relevant information and further processed to assess the impact on the actual 
and foreseen traffic. ATM decision makers in an implemented level 3 environment are fully supported 
by a full chain of services from the core MET information to the actual impact it could have on the 
traffic or associated ATM process. At level 3, ATM decision makers are informed about the impact on 
their specific environment but have no further decision support available to them for the mitigation or 
the overall outcome of the decision making process. 

In terms of weather integration, systems currently deployed or under development that provide 
departure or arrival sequencing and were the actual and forecasted weather impact is taken into 
account on a flight-by-flight basis fall into this category.  

 

MET Information Integration Level 4 – Informed Decision Making 

 

Figure  4-12  Integration Level 4 

At MET Information Integration Level 4, MET information is translated into constraints or threshold 
values by using other relevant information and further processed to assess the impact on the actual 
and foreseen traffic. ATM decision makers in an implemented level 3 environment are fully supported 
by a full chain of services from the core MET information to the actual impact it could have on the 
traffic or associated ATM process. At level 4, ATM decision makers are further supported by decision 
support tools that provide strategic and tactical solutions. In a complex ATM environment, decision 
support information for MET events is the preferred implementation level of MET information 
integration to have informed or knowledge based decisions that are objective and have the highest 
potential to meet the overall performance targets. 

In terms of weather integration, systems currently under development that provide departure or arrival 
sequencing and were the actual and forecasted weather impact is taken into account on a flight-by-
flight basis plus optimised solutions against system objectives are provided fall into this category. This 
type of solution indicates the main difference between level 3 and level 4. Level 3 will deliver a 
managed chain and associated process of developing an objective impact assessment based on a 
weather event. Level 4 provides on top of this impact assessment a layer of decision support to put 
the impact assessment in full context and to provide options for an operational decision maker. 
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5 MET-ATM Service Descriptions 
The separation of functions described in chapter  4 provides a clear description of the four types of 
MET-ATM services introduced:  

1. MET-ATM Information Provision Service  INFORMATION  (MET Information function) 

2. MET-ATM Translation Service 
TRANSLATION

 (MET Translation function) 

3. Impact Assessment Service 
IMPACT

ASSESSMENT

 (ATM Impact Assessment for MET function) 

4. Decision Support Service  (Informed Decision function) 

Per operational context as described in  3.4, these four services need to be described but dependent 
on the level of integration required. It is important to note that in cases were the level of integration is 
limited to level 0, 1 or 2, there is still an ATM requirement underpinning the need to deploy a level 0, 1 
or 2 integration solution. This ATM requirement is in these cases not expressed in the form of an 
impact assessment service requiring MET information from a translation service but in an ATM need 
to make available MET-ATM information only.  

To describe the required services in the four identified types is furthermore essential to support the 
attribution of roles and responsibilities as discussed in §  4.1.2 and, as earlier discussed, will support 
the capturing of the associated roles and responsibilities in the appropriate global, regional and local 
provisions. 

To further support this separation of concern introduced and the consequential identified differences 
between the MET Information Services domain and Air Navigation Services domain, the following 
paragraphs are structured in the following two categories: 

1) MET Information Services Domain, including: 

a) MET-ATM Information Provision Service  INFORMATION  (MET Information function) 

b) MET-ATM Translation Service 
TRANSLATION

 (MET Translation function) 
 
2) Air Navigation Services domain, including: 

a) Impact Assessment Service 
IMPACT

ASSESSMENT

 (ATM Impact Assessment for MET function) 

b) Decision Support Service  (Informed Decision function) 

5.1 MET Information Services 
The focus of this paragraph is on providing guidance and examples of functional MET information 
needs to define MET-ATM Information Provision Services and/or  MET-ATM Translation Services as 
graphically depicted in figure 15.  
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Figure  5-1 
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It provides examples of functional links established between MET capabilities and the different 
operational environments described in chapter  3.  

<<<TO BE DEVELOPED FURTHER>>> 

 

5.2 Air Navigation Services 

MET INFORMATION 
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<<<TO BE DEVELOPED FURTHER; The Air Navigation Services will be identified based on the 
service identification framework described in chapter 3 and 4 and prioritised on the 
Operational Improvements currently in the process of being identified.>>>  
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6 Roadmap 
The roadmap for the integration of MET information integration to support TBO includes: 

1. milestones for the implementation of MET information services; 

2. milestones for the implementation of air navigation services that integrate MET information, 
and; 

3. milestones for the development of provisions required to support the implementation of the 
two main categories of services identified (provisions development roadmap). 

The milestones dates are directly associated to the already defined ATM System Block Upgrade 
timeliness.  

6.1 MET information services  
From a MET information service capability perspective, the three different decision making horizons 
as defined in paragraph  3.3 are identified as the main consideration to for linking a capability to a 
date: 

2018: MET information services to support ATM planning decisions; 

2023: MET information services to support ATM near real-time decisions; 

2028: MET information to support ATM real-time decisions. 

<<<TO BE DEVELOPED FURTHER>>> 

 

6.1.1 2018 
<<<UNDER DEVELOPMENT>>> 

6.1.2 2023 
<<<UNDER DEVELOPMENT>>> 

6.1.3 2028 
<<<UNDER DEVELOPMENT>>> 

 

6.2 Air Navigation Services 
<<<TO BE DEVELOPED FURTHER; the detailed roadmap steps will be identified based on § 
5.2>> 

 

6.3 Provisions Development Roadmap 
The consolidation roadmap includes milestones in support of the development of provisions required 
for the global implementation of the identified services.  
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Appendix A 
 

Current and emerging MET capabilities, Operational Benefits, ATM 
Concept Components and KPAs 
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Appendix B 
 

Foreseen MET capabilities and foreseen Operational Benefits 
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 Acronyms and Terminology 
<<TBC>> 

Term Definition

ACARS Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast 

AMAN Arrival Manager 

AMDAR Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay 

AMOFSG Aerodrome Meteorological Observations and Forecast Study Group 

ANB Air Navigation Bureau 

ANP Air Navigation Plan 

AMHS Advanced Message Handling System 

AOC Airline Operations Centre 

ASMGCS Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control System 

ATB Air Transport Bureau 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATFM Air Traffic Flow Management 

ATM Air Traffic Management

ATN Aeronautical Telecommunications Network 

ATS Air Traffic Services 

BUFR Binary Universal Form for the Representation of Meteorological Data 

CAeM (WMO) Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology 

CARATS Collaborative Action for Renovation of Air Traffic Systems (Japan) 

CB Cumulonimbus 

CDM Collaborative Decision-Making 

CDO Continuous Descent Operations  

COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf products 

DMAN Departure Management 

EUROCAE European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment 

FASID Facilities and Implementation Document (Part II of an ICAO Region’s Air 
Navigation Plan) 

FIS-B Flight Information Services - Broadcast 
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Term Definition

GRIB Gridded Binary Data 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation 

IOC Initial Operating Capability 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

MET Aeronautical Meteorology 

METAR Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Weather Report 

METEOSAT System of Observing satellites for Meteorology  

MSTA Meteorological Services in the Terminal Area 

NEXTGEN Next Generation Air Transport System (USA)

NOP Network Operations Plan 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

OPMET Operational Meteorological Information 

PANS Procedures for Air Navigation 

PBN Performance-based Navigation 

RTA Required Time of Arrival 

RTCA Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics 

SARPS Standards and Recommended Practices 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research Programme 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 

TAF Terminal Forecast 

USOAP Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme 

WAFS World Area Forecast System 

WMO World Meteorological Organization 

WXXM Weather Information Exchange Model 

4D Four dimensional, i.e., x,y,z and t, where “t” is time and “x,y,z” are three  
dimensional spatial coordinates.  

 

 

— — — — — — — — 
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APPENDIX B 
 

METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION INTEGRATION 
FOR TRAJECTORY-BASED OPERATIONS TASKS 

 
 

1. TRANSITION 

The main principles and considerations for the evolution of MET information exchange provisions 
explained in paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 are expressed in a foreseen end-state of this evolution by 2025. 
Intermediate steps are defined in line with the regular amendment cycle of Annex 3 to support the 
transition towards this full migration by 2025.7 

Amendment 77 to Annex 3 (with intended applicability in November 2016) 

— Introduction of an updated IWXXM (logical level) to reflect additional aeronautical 
meteorological information elements currently contained in the defined Annex 3/Technical 
Regulations [C.3.1] products or templates (evolution of IWXXM version 2013) 

— Introduction of recommended practice for XML/GML-based exchange format for METAR, 
SPECI, TREND, TAF and SIGMET (upgrade of IWXXM version 2013) 

Amendment 78 to Annex 3 (with intended applicability in November 2019) 

— Introduction of an updated IWXXM (logical level) to reflect all aeronautical meteorological 
information elements contained in the products, templates and services that 
Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] supports 

— Introduction of a separate chapter on information exchange services including: 

 the general principles and in some cases recommended practices to provide all gridded 
data products currently part of Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] as an information 
exchange service in a recommended exchange format; 

 recommended practices to provide all gridded data products as an information exchange 
service in a recommended exchange format; and 

 introduce newly defined and agreed services. 

Amendment 79 to Annex 3 (with intended applicability in November 2022) 

— Restructuring to reflect that Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] described core 
aeronautical meteorological information elements and aeronautical meteorological 

                                                      
7 It should be recognized that at the time of writing, the SWIM concept and globally applicable AIRM is under development. The 

content of the paper is based on the concepts, notions and principles discussed by the 12th Air Navigation Conference, reflected 
in the GANP and ASBUs, endorsed by the 38th Assembly. The details of implementing the defined intermediate steps can 
therefore slightly change in content or time. 
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information exchange services at the logical level to support international air navigation, 
including: 

 an updated IWXXM (logical level) to reflect all meteorological information elements and 
services contained in Annex 3/Technical Regulations [C.3.1] 

 recommended practices for the physical exchange formats of these services 

Amendment 80 to Annex 3 (with intended applicability in November 2025) 

 Modifications required by emerging services needs 

 Removal of product requirements 

 
 
 

2. EXPERT GROUP TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Considering the complexity and multidisciplinary aspects of the proposed transition, it is 
proposed to set up an expert group to support the development of provisions for aeronautical 
meteorological information exchange as integral component of SWIM. 

2.2 This expert group should: 

a) identify aeronautical meteorological information services to include in subsequent 
versions of IWXXM; 

b) support the development of subsequent versions of the IWXXM logical data model; 

c) support the development of the physical data models and exchange formats to 
support the information services defined in the IWXXM logical data model; 

d) identify implementation considerations for States for implementing aeronautical 
meteorological information services, for providers and users, and 

e) identify potential training needs for the users of aeronautical meteorological 
information services by SWIM-enabled applications. 

 
 
 

— END — 




